Psychology @ IIT Jodhpur
With the blurring of boundaries between disciplines, Psychology is placed in amidst of activities at IIT
Jodhpur. The core activity area of Psychology are:


Teaching: Different course are offered at the undergraduate level
o Principles of psychology
o Basics of Leadership
o Life and Professional Skill Development
o Neuropsychology
o Introduction to Cognitive Science
At PG level
o Qualitative and Quantitative Methodologies
o Consciousness
o Advance Cognitive Science



Management minor: Psychology offers the course from Positive Psychology, and I/O Psychology
perspective in the Management Minor offered to undergraduate student.



Doctoral research: The Psychology track offers the Ph.D. to motivated candidates. The first Ph.D.
from the Department of HSS is submitted by Ms. Sana Maidullah in august 2019 in the area of
‘Psychology of Consumer Decision Making.’ Three more Ph.D. students are working in different
areas of Psychology.



Undergraduate research: The projects/hand on is a core component of B.Tech curriculum, and
many undergraduate students conduct psychological studies as a part of their Psychology course
or independently.



Research: The independent research from Psychology faculty currently draws from Positive and
Cognitive perspective, and major research focus is Wisdom, Social Cognition, and Decision.



Psychology lab: is a Positive-Cognitive Psychology lab focusing on 'OPTIMAL HUMAN
FUNCTIONING.' The laboratory is equipped with tools and software like EEG Neurofeedback
System, E-prime, Speech recognition software, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, IOWA Gambling
Task, Stroop Test, SPM, NEO-PI-R, Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire, and Social
Responsiveness Scale, etc. For details of the lab click here. Psychology Lab
The facility is available for internal students and internship opportunities for external students also.
So far, 3 external students have completed their internship in the Psychology lab.



IDRP Cognitive Science: As a scientific endeavor, Cognitive Science is a logical interdisciplinary
cluster for Psychology. At IIT Jodhpur, Psychology is an active member of the Cognitive Science
interdisciplinary research group.

